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everything is
better at the
grove
St Petersburg, which glimmers between
the gulf of Mexico and Tampa Bay, is
known for its warm weather and for
holding the title of 'most consecutive
days with sunshine'. Canyon Grove
claims to surpass its locations
superiority by imbuing each and every
day with warmth and sunny cheer.
Canyon Grove Senior Living of Florida
residents enjoy private suites within one of
our
community’s
gorgeous,
unique
neighborhoods. Each neighborhood is distinctly
finished and decorated to be both soothing and easy to
navigate for the elderly, without compromising on the homey
feel we’re famous for. Our care neighborhoods also offer inviting
community spaces, like an open kitchen, comfortable dining room, and
cozy family room for casual socializing and organized activities.

a beautiful place, in a beautiful setting
for beautiful living.

Canyon Grove Assisted Living provides nursing care in an atmosphere which encourages
the emotional health of residents while tending to their physical wellbeing.
Feeling a sense of purpose each day is essential to quality living for all of us, which is why
Canyon Grove Senior Living of Florida offers engaging activities designed to stimulate the
mind, nourish the spirit, and strengthen the body.

We pledge to put life back into living.

DINE LIKE A KING.
Our in-house, talented chefs will have
you wining and dining like royalty with
heavenly but healthy cuisine. Dishes that
will whet your appetite and keep you
satisfied, catered to your preferences.
LIVE LIKE A QUEEN.
No more menial tasks for you. With
our proficient housekeeping crew,
you can sit back and relax and never
clean a mess again.

BE TREATED LIKE A PRINCE.
With our medication management
services, shower assistance, memory
care and any other therapy or aid you
might need, You’ll always be looked
after and taken care of.

BE PAMPERED LIKE A PRINCESS.
With salon services at your
doorstep, you’ll always look and
feel beautiful.

At Canyon Grove, it’s not either us or family. With our family
get-together possibilities and our passion for supporting you
and your family always, you can have both.
A kid at heart. Who said only the young ones can have fun?
We pepper every few weeks with exciting outings and
trips. We love giving you a good time.
With all the afore-mentioned amenities coupled with the
integrated social scene and activities we place an emphasis
on, you’ve got it all.

The challenge we faced in
finding my mother a place
was that it needed to afford
her the independence she
craved, yet still be a safe
environment that would take
care of her as she grew older
and needed more help. With
our discovery of the Canyon,
our challenge was resolved.
My mom is so happy and
well-adjusted. We sure are
glad we found the Canyon.
Becky Abrams

“Looks like home and feels like family”... this is
so true about the canyon. When you feel you
have nowhere to turn (including your own
family) and yet you know you need to find a
secure, clean and healthy environment for your
elder loved one, you can count on the
phenomenal team at Angel Care! They take the
time to actually listen to your concerns and
ensure they are addressed in a professional,
attentive manner. I am at peace because I
know Uncle Dave is safe and content in his
beautiful, new home at Canyon.

As we like to say, ‘With the
care of angels, what could be
better?’ The staff truly lives
up to its name. We are a
couple living here and loving
every minute of it. Each day is
filled with fun, food, friends
and family, while our every
need is heeded. We look
forward to aging in peace and
satisfaction, here at the
Canyon. Thank you for all you
do.

Elizabeth Sofia

4301 31st St S, St. Petersburg, FL 33712 canyongrovealf.com

Family Smith

727.867.1300

We don’t just take care.
At Canyon Grove, we care.

